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A dark threat faces the world of Erdas in this riveting new saga from the New York Times

best-selling series. The jaw-dropping conclusion to the best-selling series is here, written by

acclaimed author Jonathan Auxier.
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I can easily say this is one of the best book I have ever read. It is cheap and makes you feel as if

you are there with the characters. I would highy recommened this book to anyone! At the beginning

of the book Kovo is sent by his tribe near the beginning of Erdas to the Evertree. This is because a

massive speck is heading toward the tree. When he arrives he watches as the speck slamms into

the Evertree, demolishing everything within four miles. Except for sixteen animals that now have

untold powers. Kovo approches the speck and finds in the middle of it... an egg.Several Centries

later...Rollan continues across the Sulpher Sea along with Abeke and Kirat. They are all struggling

with their bonds. Meanwhile Zerif starts to sail after them, gaining Spirit Animals as he goes. While

on the ship, they come upon a massive volcano which Shane explains is their home and defense

aganist the Wyrn. When they land they discover they have many kids in white robes doing work

around the volcano. Shane tells them that they are victims of the curse and have also lost their Spirit

Animals so they came here for refuge. The RedClocks then tke off their masks and Rollan and

Abeke are shocked to see they are old friends and enemies. They have slitted eyes and Shane

informs them that they all drank the Bile and when the Bile's effect started to fade they woke up to

discover that they had merged with their Spirit Animals, gaining their abilites and strength. They



then enter a tunne in the saide of the volcano and meet Yymaris, who Shane tells them also merged

with her Spirit Animal which was an earthworm and tht she has the power to see visions and recieve

and send messages. Shane tells them she is the only thing keeping them from complete desruction.

They then learn that the volcano is called the Snare and it is the trap that is supposed to kill the

Wyrn when it wakes.Meanwhile on another side of the Sulpher Sea in the city below the Evertree,

Conor is much worse the parasite at the top of his neck. Kovo then receives a message from

Yumaris and Takoda translates and tells them that the city they are in is part of a trap set to kill the

Wyrn. There is a bell in each place that they are in and when both are hit it will activate a trap that

will kill the Wyrm. They discover that while they were chatting Conor escapes nd they spot him and

see he is controlling the Many toward the tower with the bell that will help stop the Wyrm. They

quickly run to the tower and fight begen to fight aganist the Many.However while that is going on,

Niri, who is one of the people they met, recieves a vision of Zerif coming to attack them with haf a

dozen ships. Slighty later Zerif arrives with a massive cloud of birdas that act as darts and cut into

flesh. Abeke joins the archers but one of the cannons on one of Zerif's ships demolish most of the

building. Luckily Mullop attacks the ships from thw water. However it does not last long and he is

quickly taken by a parasite. As Zerif's ships reach land the archers open fire killing six men. Just as

Abeke is bout to head off to find the bell, Uraza appears and leaps for the kill.Meanwhile in the city

below the Evertree Xanthe arrives at the fight just as the Wyrm is freed. Kovo despretly knocks out

Conor and climbsa ythe tower to ring the bell. But just before he hits it he stops and they realize

Takoda has been taken by the Wyrm. Together Melin and Xanthe raise the hammer annd ring the

bell.As Uraza leaps for the kill Shane leaps in front of Abeke and takes one for the team. Zerif then

appears and rounds up Abeke, Rollan, and the RedClocks. Abeke spots the bell and quickly shoots

it with an arrow. Everyone stops to watch as the volcano disappears and the tower reappears with

the bell on top of it surronded by a moat of lava. Everyone is then freed from the curse. But when

Abeke spots Zerif and begs him to fight the Wyrm. Zerif screams and jumps into lava never to be

seen again.Over all this is one of the best books I have ever read and I can't wait for book 5!

The entire series gets you attached to the character without you realizing it until it is too late. You go

through the book with the character. You feel what they feel. Spirit animals is one of the best book

series I've ever read.
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